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the Word of God at that time. Then just a few years ago, a young

man form that institution today came over to visit a friend in our

institution and the friend brought him to see me to tell me about

situation of that institution now. He in their classes today they

were denying everything in the Word of God. He said, They are teach

ing in their classes today there is nothing wrong with adultery

at all! So completely have they gotten away from moral Christian

principles today. That was one of the two institutions that were

standing for the Word of God at that time. It simply shows how the

devil has been gradually making these changes.

About 60 years ago there was a new institution founded

in New York. The leaders said, People are saying so much time is

spent on Greek and Hebrew. We want them to learn to know the English

Bible.111 think thy have a wrong point there; the Bible in the

orthginal is what matters. But they had a good point which was that

many of the old line seminaries spent all their time spending a

few small sections and never got to know their Bible as a whole

and if you learn to know it as a whole. To know it as a whole you

have to studay great parts of it in your own language. You learn

to study in the original for key passages and for great light it

shows there, but you must read it in your own language. That was

their great central point. That institution did not stand four

square on complete inerrancy of the Word, but their deviation was

comparatively small. Their great stress wason knowing the English

Bible and on presenting the great doctrines of Scriptuure. That

institution soon grew to be quite a strong institution. They had

many graduates who went out and did a great work for the Lord.

The first intimation I had that something was really going

wrong with it was when I was at a student conference in Canada.
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